
The formal lounge room at the front of the 
house has been beautifully furnished with good 
quality antiques sourced in London, adding a 
sense of history that is warm and inviting.

Fabulous

This family achieved the 
best of both worlds by 
enhancing the beauty of 
their traditional Federation 
home while introducing 
a fresh and stylish 
contemporary flavour.

Federation  
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AT HOME with A MODERN MAKEOVER
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The façade of this magnificent 1897 Federation home on 
Sydney’s lower North Shore, with its traditional wrap-around 
verandah and ornate features, is actually heritage listed so can’t 

be altered in any way. “We wouldn’t want to anyway,” says the owner 
who purchased the home in 2001 after living in the UK for ten years.  
“It’s magnificent.” The inside however has been renovated with a 
tasteful blend of old and new from the original dining and reception 
rooms at the entrance, flowing easily through to a more contemporary 
open-plan kitchen/living situation and fabulous outdoor area. 
Structural changes have created a functional family home with four 
bedrooms and four bathrooms over two levels, perfect for life with 
two teenagers, while recent changes to the outdoor area have now 
made the picture complete. And after living in London, the owners 
have acquired an impressive collection of antiques that sit beautifully 
in this Federation home, either blending with its old-world charm or 
introducing a sense of history to its more modern alterations. 

left: The owners had full-length drapes custom made in cream and olive striped 
silk for the windows in the formal reception area creating a feeling of grandeur 
befitting this beautiful room.

BelOW: Beautiful antiques sourced in London create a sense of warmth 
and history while a painting by John Coburn adds a subtle touch of the 
contemporary.

OPPOSIte PAGe: The formal dining room is steeped in history with antique 
chairs, once used for the congregation in London’s St Paul’s Cathedral, a beautiful 
old mahogany dining table and the original fireplace crafted from stone that is no 
longer available.
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Honouring tHe past
When the owners first purchased their property, it was in need of 
attention particularly out the back where an old lean-to and Hills 
Hoist took up most of the garden. “It was quite typical of Federation 
houses where they had them sitting up high, proud on a hill,” says the 
owner. “When they were built, people didn’t use their back gardens 
much.” While this space was given a fresh modern transformation, the 
front of the house remains true to its Federation style with the entrance 
opening into the original hallway with formal dining room on one 
side and reception room on the other. Here, with original high ceilings 
and fireplaces, the owners have focused on the home’s period charm, 
furnishing the rooms with full-length silk drapes and stunning antique 
pieces picked up in London. “I used to walk past Christie’s in South 
Kensington every night going home from work,” says the owner who 
has purchased amazing items such as eight oak chairs, originally used 
in St Paul’s Cathedral, now a beautiful and unique addition to  
the dining room. 

ABOVe: With doors opening out to the back garden, the casual living space has a 
fresh summery feel.

left: The family dog snoozes comfortably beneath the beautiful antique chest of 
drawers in the hallway, made in the 1870s and sourced from London.

OPPOSIte PAGe: The dining space in the open-plan living area features a rustic 
country-style timber table with a set of Hamptons-style chairs that together 
offer a relaxed casual feel, perfect for everyday life.

owners’ top decorating tip
We spent money on quality antiques, which these days  

are very undervalued, but we are always careful of paying 
over the odds for modern items, which can look  

dated within a few short years.
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The reception room features equally worthwhile pieces such as an 
antique French mirror and an old Chesterfield lounge, while a 
contemporary painting by iconic Australian artist John Coburn 
provides a subtle contrast. “That piece works really well because while 
it’s contemporary, it has an antique frame,” says the owner. “That’s how 
it works in that room.” The interesting and eclectic collection of pieces 
against a rich backdrop of Dulux Brazil Nut and original kauri pine 
floorboards creates a warm and inviting feel, perfect for pre-dinner 
drinks or a moment of peace and quiet. “The children use it as the 
talking room,” says the owner. “If they’ve got something on their mind, 
we always go into that room so we can talk privately.” 

Modern Makeover
As the hallway continues, the style becomes progressively more 
contemporary, however the change is subtle. “We wanted to be true to 
the architecture of the house and not go over-the-top modern,” says 
the owner. The old lean-to was removed, making room for a pool while 
the interior was renovated to include the master bedroom upstairs 
and a modern-style open-plan living/kitchen area on the ground floor. 
Here, the walls painted in quarter-strength Dulux Hog Bristle offer a 
creamy yet neutral backdrop for the owners’ warm timber pieces and 
eclectic artwork with the focus on texture rather than colour. A neutral 
rug from Rugs By Design blends beautifully with a taupe-coloured 

ABOVe: The kitchen has been installed with an enormous amount of cabinetry 
so everything is easily stowed away, yet is still close at hand. 

tOP RIGHt: The ensuite in the master bedroom was given a much-needed 
makeover when the family moved in ten years ago and with simple yet beautiful 
tiles and tapware, it looks like it has only just been done.

RIGHt: The guest bedroom, located downstairs on the ground level behind the 
formal dining room has been elegantly furnished with a long IKEA mirror above 
the bed to reflect the light and create the feel of visual space. 
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got a big family so there are always hundreds of people around,” says 
the owner who is delighted with the newly created outdoor space, 
completed in November 2012. “Now it’s established we’re getting so 
much use out of it everyday.”

The owners are thrilled with their home that embraces the past and 
yet works wonderfully well for a contemporary family lifestyle. The 
house offers plenty of shared and separate living spaces and now with 
the outdoor area complete, they can relax and entertain in style, 
indoors and out. By embracing the history of the house, unavoidable 
with its heritage-listed façade, the owners have captured the beauty of 
its Federation style and successfully blended it with a subtle 
contemporary flavour, creating a stylish family home compatible with 
its original architecture. n

sofa while an eye-catching landscape painting by Chris Langlois adds a 
splash of colour. “There’s accents of blue but we didn’t want to compete 
with the painting,” says the owner. 

The kitchen, with its Caesarstone benchtops and abundance of 
cabinetry, was originally designed so that the owners could look out 
and see the children while they played in the pool. Now that the 
children are older, the owners simply appreciate the outlook and enjoy 
having a functional kitchen that is very much part of the living space.

taking it outdoors
By re-designing the garden, the owners’ living space now continues 
into the great outdoors. Inspired by gardens seen in Phuket with clean 
lines and a sense of symmetry, the owners decided to create something 
similar back home. As the children were growing up and using the 
pool less, the owners took the opportunity to reduce its size to a plunge 
pool to create more usable space. They then teamed up with Alex 
Haskey of Valley Garden Landscapes and now have an award-winning 
garden with stylish travertine pavers, stunning garden beds and a 
fabulous outdoor lounge area. An automatic awning means the space 
has become an extension of the house and is constantly in use. “We’ve 

There’s more of  
Federation & Fabulous online:

ABOVe: With off-white walls and neutral-toned carpet, the master bedroom has 
a clean and contemporary backdrop, while beautiful bedding from John Lewis, 
bedside tables from Rose & Heather and stunning chairs from Coco Republic 
add a touch of old-world elegance.

left: The heritage-listed façade of this house features a wonderful wrap-around 
verandah that is so typical of Federation architecture.

ABOVe: There’s relaxed and stylish poolside dining thanks to stunning outdoor 
table from Coco Republic and an electronic awning to shield guests from all 
types of weather.

left: The large café-style umbrella was sourced by Alex Haskey of Valley Garden 
Landscapes and is extremely effective in creating shade wherever the sun may  
be positioned.
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Man’s 
best friend
Show your love for your 
pooch with a cushion 
immortalising their breed. 
This one is available from 
Country Homes & Interiors. 

Look around 
An opulent round mirror above a 

dresser adds drama in any room of 
the house. This ornate mirror is from 

The Grand Villa Furnishings. 

Centre stage
A neutral grey rug in the centre of 
the informal seating area gives a 
room a united feel, while referencing 
the ombre artwork above. This 
Alhambra wool kilim rug is made in 
India and is $650 from Eco Chic.

 Out in 
the sunshine
Relaxing outside couldn’t be 
easier with a sofa to recline 
on. The Bedarra outdoor 
sofa, $3740 from Satara 
Australia, is a great choice 
combining indoor comfort 
with outdoor toughness.  

The workhorse
Indoors or out, as a side table or extra seating, 

this blue ceramic Ikat stool is sure to get a 
workout. It’s $269.95 from Amalfi. 
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Make it personal
A contemporary twist on the classics 
makes this home fresh and modern.

See more great products online:

AT HOME with A MODERN MAKEOVER
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